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Abstract- Wireless knowledge has been ahead rapid reputation
for several years. The occurrence of insecure open 802.11
entrée points, it is presently easy for a nasty party to open a
variety of attacks such as eavesdropping and data injection. In
this paper, we judge a exacting risk called the evil twin attack,
which occurs when an opposition clones an open access point
and exploits universal routine access point selection techniques
to trick a wireless client into associating with the malicious
access point. According to a new study, 42% of wireless 802.11
access points give no security mechanisms — not even WEP or
WPA. Wherever public Wi-Fi is presented is an occasion for an
attacker to use that anxious hot spot to attack innocent
victims. One detailed Wi-Fi hot spot attack called an “Evil
Twin” access point can imitate any real Wi-Fi hot spot.
Attackers will create sure their evil twin AP is now like the free
hot spot association, and users are then duped when linking to
an evil twin AP and the attacker can carry out frequent attacks
to take improvement of the unacquainted victim. Wireless
hotspots permit users to use Internet via Wi-Fi boundary, and
many shops, cafés, parks, and airports supply free wireless
hotspot services to magnetize clients. However, there is no
endorsement system of Wi-Fi access points (APs) existing in
such hotspots, which makes them helpless to evil twin AP
attacks. Such attacks are injurious because they permit
stealing responsive data from users.
We projected a new user-side evil twin recognition
system that outperforms habitual administrator-side recognition
methods in more than a few aspects. Different preceding
approaches, it does not need a known approved AP/host list, thus
it is more capable to recognize and avoid evil twin attack. Today,
there is no client-side system that can successfully notice an evil
twin AP attack so recover this problem using TMM and HDT
detection algorithm.
Index Terms— Closed Evil Twin Attack, Rogue access
point, AWS’ S3, Scale-out, workload executor.
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I. INTRODUCTION
WLAN Security knowledge has main use in lots of fields.
Wireless LAN has a extensive range of applications due to its
elasticity and simple entrée. The utilize of public Wi-Fi has
reached at a point that is hard to avoid. Even as users can
access Wi-Fi wireless internet “hotspot” connections in
public more simply, they turn into to be more susceptible to
deception and identity larceny, referred to as malicious
attacks. The main stuff are what a lot of credentials in only
client side or server side is defensive not the entire systems.
So our solutions are detects malicious access points on the
system using detection algorithm. We recommend a new
lightweight server and client side malicious detection
solution. Wireless technology allows a computer to be
associated to a WLAN by means of “Access Points‘‘(AP)
through radio waves without the need for cables or wires.
This allows several users to divide the same Wi-Fi1 AP or
‘hotspot ‘within a WLAN reporting range.
Over the preceding twelve years, 802.11
Wireless LAN’s have developed and truly reshaped the
network landscape. 802.11n is now quickly replacing
Ethernet as the method of network access. The fast
proliferations of mobile strategy has led to a fabulous need
for wireless local area networks (WLAN), deployed in
different types of locations, as well as homes, educational
institutions, airports, business offices, government buildings,
military facilities, coffee shops, book stores and many other
venues. Besides, the services of elasticity and mobility of
wireless devices has been concerned by most organizations
and customers all over the world. Low price of hardware and
user responsive system events allow anybody to set up their
own wireless network exclusive of any professional
knowledge of computer networks.
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B.1.1) RECOGNITION TECQNIQUES:

II. PROBLEM CONTEXT
In second section we explain our work briefly to set of some
common points.

A. BACKGROUND
The majority demanding security issues that should be
considered are Rogue Access Points (RAPs). A RAP is
naturally referred to as a not permitted device which
connects to the corporate network in many literatures. As the
enlargement of mobile technologies, the order for
communication over Wireless LANs System (WLANs) has
improved. Additional and further users start to use wireless
devices to access the Internet. On the other hand, the
reputation of wireless communication also provides new
opportunities to attackers. Wireless broadcast employs
microwave to extend data over the atmosphere. So within the
collection of Access Point (AP), all wireless strategy can
accept the wireless indication. As the gesture can’t be bound
for to a particular recipient, it will be easy for cyber criminals
to watch network traffic, disturb data flows and penetrate
networks. These risks create wireless refuge to be more
important.
Our main purpose is to provide simple, suitable,
and functional techniques to moderate the threat posed by
evil twin APs. To this conclusion, we first present an evil twin
recognition policy that constrains AP hope by place. Then, we
fight that wireless networks be recognized by public keys
that can validate APs and bootstrap conference keys to
secure data delivery.

We implement two detection algorithms which are
implemented in java technology with the help of packets .The
packets are captured from Wireshark tools with all details of
packets. The input of our algorithm is nothing but our
packets which is stored into file.

B.1.a) Trained Mean Match (TMM)
The distributions of Server IAT in one-hop and two-hop
wireless channels differs signiﬁcantly. By use this figures, a
recognition algorithm named Trained Mean Matching (TMM) is
implemented. Speciﬁcally, specified a sequence of experiential
Server IATs, if the mean of these Server IATs has a higher
possibility of corresponding the trained mean of two-hop
wireless channels, the projected method finish that the client
uses two wireless network hops to commune with the remote
server signifying a possible evil twin attack.

B.1.b) Hop Differentiating Technique (HDT)
In TMM it uses the trained threshold, but immobile
computes a hypothetical SAIR spring to differentiate these two
scenarios. According to this examination, it develops a nontraining based recognition algorithm named Hop Differentiating
Technique (HDT) algorithm. Dissimilar from the TMM algorithm,
in the HDT algorithm can use a hypothetical value for the
threshold rather than a trained threshold to notice evil twin
attacks. In the hypothetical multiplication phase, compute a
threshold as the SAIR boundary to distinguish one-hop SAIR and
two-hop SAIR.

B.1.c) Comparison of two algorithms
B. EVIL TWIN RECOGNITION

In this module, system will compare two different
An evil twin is a deceptive Wi-Fi access point that appears to detection algorithms TMM and HDT to detect evil twin attack
be rightful, set up to listen in wireless communications.
under different environment. To differentiate two algorithm
with the help of execution time and average ratio.
When users log in to unsecured bank or e-mail accounts, the
attacker intercepts the contract, since it is send during their
C. System Architecture
apparatus. The attacker is also able to connect to additional
The evil twin AP is an access point that looks and acts just
networks.
like a legitimate AP and entices the end-user to connect
Forged access points are put up by configuring a wireless to our access point. Our back track 5 r3 is flavor that can be
card to operate as an access point (HostAP). They are tough used to make the fake AP which is first part of our
to map out since they can be close off right away. The fake implementation. This is a powerful client-side hack that will
access point can be given the same SSID and BSSID as a close enable us to see all of the traffic from the client and conduct a
by Wi-Fi network. The evil twin may be configured to pass man-in-the middle attack. Then we used Wireshark tool
Internet traffic during to the valid access point while which is used to capture the packets from source to
monitoring the victim's association or it can only say the destination. The main goal is to detect the evil twin is
scheme is provisionally occupied after obtaining a username completed by using IAT (Interval arrival time) find out.
Wireshark shows the packets and their time as well as
and password.
generate the graph. The original AP sending packet time is
less so our IAT is also less, on the other hand fake AP packet
sending time is large then its IAT is bigger than this is called
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fake AP. We implement the Two-Hop wireless connection
means we have to implement evil-twin and their IAT is larger
than one-Hop.
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related to scenario? With the help of packets we calculate IAT
and Average. Then we derive the second mean .Standard
deviation is find out with the help of standard deviation
formula.
Then probability find out which is similar to Tϴ values. We
assign probability to approximately Tϴ value. And then Tϴ
value decides which is evil tween or normal access point
scenario.
The working of TMM and HDT algorithm is different but
required input files and trained data is similar just some
steps are different of HDT and TMM algorithm.

III. MATHEMATICAL EVOLUTIONS
D.BLOCK DIGRAM
We implemented our approach using Java development Kit.
We have created the white list in that authorized clients are
there. And compare their Internet Protocol (IP), SSID and
MAC address then find out the unauthorized clients with the
help of Wireshark toolkit and our formulas.

A. Equations and Implementation
We collect Server IAT in both one-hop and two-hop wireless
channels. Then, we compute the mean and the standard
deviation of Server IAT collected in the one-hop (normal AP)
scenario, with different variables. We are calculating the
range with the help of range formula. Then we derive the
second mean and calculate average of derive mean called as
Tϴ. We obtain two probabilities of one Server IAT in these
two scenarios exceeding the trained threshold, denoted as P1
and P2, by computing the percentage of collected Server IATs
deviating from in the normal and evil twin AP scenario,
respectively.
IAT is the intermediate packet arrival time of two
consecutive packets. In this scenario, we have calculated IAT
for one minute’s packets and also calculate their average it is
related to two hopes.
(1)
We Implement the TMM (Train Mean Match) & HDT (Hop
Differentiate Technique) algorithms. We have to show One
and Two hope wireless network fingers which is shown
above block diagram.
Above Block diagram shows that how to go TMM and HDT for
detection of Evil and Normal Scenario. Which is requiring to
both one and two hope files which includes packets and time
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TABLE I UNITS FOR MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
Conversion from Second

Symb
ol

EXPLANATION

pf

packets

and Millisecond And
Microsecond And Other
2 Cycle/Sec 1 pack/Sec.

frequency
NAP
We are finding out delta and random variables from trained
data which is derived from one and two hope files. Then ϴ1
and ϴ2 find out and P1 and P2 probability assign to ϴ1 and
ϴ2.Whchi is normal and evil scenario. Then we are taken a
one random variable which is 1 then we are says that evil
tween scenario if random variable is 0 then normal access
scenario.

EAP

normal access

1 Pack/SecDepend On

point

wi-fi speed.

evil tween access

1 Pack/Sec Double

point

packet delivery ratio as
compared original

P

probability

Probability assign to each T
ϴ value.

=

(3)

IAT

interval arrival

1 Pack/sec 1000

time
Where
the set of average of IAT come from our
equation (1) and (2).

IV. UNITS

Aircrack-ng is a network software group consisting of
a detector, packet sniffer, WEP and WPA/WPA2-PSK cracker
and analysis tool for 802.11 wireless LANs. It mechanism with
any wireless network interface controller whose driver
supports raw
monitoring
mode and
can
sniff 802.11a, 802.11b and 802.11g traffic. Aircrack-ng is an
802.11 WEP and WPA-PSK keys cracking program that can
recover keys once enough data packets have been captured.

PRO

protocol

againstuser

DST

destination

1 Ope/Sec  dest address

-b

bssid

1 Ope/Sec= Original AP

-c

destination MAC

1 = Wireless destination

address

Interface

source MAC

1 Ope/Sec = Wireless

address

source Interface

normal access

NAPsnap

-h

NAP

Total and average of packets are /sec which is
captured from WiresharkToolkit.

point avg
EAP

evil access point

NAPseap

avg
detection phase
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Above tables shows all mathematical philosophy are used
in development with their values.

V. CONCLUSION
We have to investigation network and there safety related
issues using wire shark tool and backtrack operating system.
A recognition algorithm named Trained Mean Matching
(TMM). Particularly, known a series of experiential Server
IATs, if the mean of these attendant IATs has a higher
probability of matching the trained mean of two-hop wireless
channels, we terminate that the client uses two wireless
network hops to converse with the remote server
representative a likely evil twin attack, and vice versa. Then
we are used their results to implement TMM and HDT
detection algorithm and their formulas. To Prevent and
innovation against Evil Twin Attack in IEEE 802.11 Wireless
LAN.
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